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LROC KZN Committee :
Chairman: Brian Moore
chairman@landroverclub.org.za
social@landroverclub.org.za
Cell: 082 842 0064
Vice Chairman: Kingsley Kemp
vicechairman@landroverclub.org.za
Cell: 082 670 9063
Treasurer and membership :
Brendan Mitchell
treasurer@landroverclub.org.za
membership@landroverclub.org.za
Cell: 083 2824318
Secretary: Andrew Kirkbride
secretary@landroverclub.org.za
Cell: 079 743 6488
Webmaster : Dylan Mickleburgh (Cell : 083 440 6086)
web@landroverclub.org.za
Gates/Trails :
gates@landroverclub.org.za
Russell Slogrove (Cell: 083 630 4318)
Kyle Miller (Cell: 083 611 7441) (Gates and Trails)
Dylan Mickleburgh (Cell: 083 440 6086)
Etienne van Zyl (Cell: 081 756 0581)
Heinz Stegen (Cell : 082 895 4208)
Newsletter Editor: Bridget Slogrove
newsletter@landroverclub.org.za or bridget.slogrove@gmail.com
Cell: 083 270 0238

Disclaimer :
The views and opinions expressed in this Newsletter are not necessarily those of the Club’s committee or members and
may be incorrect.
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Editors Letter
Members, please send me your stories (where you have been in your land rovers). Your stories don’t have to be long
but you must include some photos of your landies.
I have also not received any member profiles for some time now. All you have to do is answer the questions below and
send me these with two photos of your land rovers. This is so that we can all get to know each other and get some
ideas of where we can go.
Tell me about your very first Land Rover?
How long have you been 4x4ing and who taught you to 4x4?
What land Rover do you drive now?
Does your Landy have a name and what inspired that name?
If you could have one modification/accessory fitted to your Landy, what would it be?
What is your favorite Land Rover memory?
What is your worst Land Rover memory?
Where have you been in your Land Rover?
Which place was your favorite?
Where would you still like to travel to in your Landy?
If you could own any Land Rover (besides what you own already) what would it be and why?
Besides land-rovering what else do you enjoy doing?

I can’t believe we have are already into November 2019. Where have the past 10 months gone to? We have had some
awesome drives and gates competitions so far this year with just a couple more events before the end of the year and
then the planning starts for the 2020 year.
Our son arrived home on the 27th October after spending 11 months and 1 day working on MSC Sinfonia as Chief
Technician (in the sound and lighting department). This was his fourth contract and the second contract where he
comes home to being the owner of a land rover. This time he bought a Disco 1. I might add that it is still at the factory
where Russell works, where it has been parked since it arrived here from Johannesburg on a flat-bed truck. He will be
working on it while he is on leave (he should be returning to work on who know what ship, around the middle of
January 2020).
He arrived home with two suitcases, one filled with clothing, and the other filled with Lego. This is not just any Lego.
This is Lego for older teens. There is a 6020 piece Hogwarts Castle complete with the Whomping Willow and
Hagrid’s Hut, a 3599 piece Buggati Chiron, a 1580 piece Porsche 911 RSR, a 7541 piece Millenium Falcon and a 2573
piece Landrover
Defender. I could
not carry that
suitcase up the
stairs at home it
was so heave.
Trevor had to take
the packets out of
each of the boxes
while still on
board and lable
each packet so
that he would
know what packet
went with each
set. The boxes
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were far too big
to pack into the
suitcases. The
total weight was
26.3kg. As a
seaman, he
allowed to take
40kg of luggage
plus his carry-on
luggage and
laptop (his
laptop alone
weighs about
13kg). When
you push the
Defender across
a flat surface, you can actually see the pistons moving up and down. It is that involved. Definitely not the sort of Lego
to be built and played with by younger children. The Millenium Falcon (the Star Wars space ship for those who don’t
know what that is) was about a 20 hour build. These builds are all now complete and have taken over the shelves in
Trevor’s room. Russell and I will be displaying the Defender at Cars in the Park next year.
We, the committee, will be sending out the details for the Christmas Tree in due course, along with any other drive that
will be happening in the club up to the end of year. If any of you have any ideas for a drive, please contact us and let
us know the route and details.
Until next time.
Your editor
Bridget Slogrove
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Calendar of forthcoming events
LROC KZN PROVISIONAL EVENTS DIARY 2019
When
What, where
Information
2/3
Nov
2019
24 Nov
2019
7 Dec

5th Gates
Big Rock
Full Dusi Drive
Christmas Tree

2019

More details to
follow
Email,
Facebook &
Whatsapp
Email,
Facebook &
Whatsapp

CONTACT
PERSON
Russell Slogrove

Grade
3-5

083 630 4318
1-3
4/5 ?

Trail Grading : All our events/trails are graded according to the 5 grades below.
1.

Complete novice soft dirt trail, no low range required. Suitable for all Land Rovers including the Freelander.

2.

Limited low range required but suitable for the novice driver. Suitable for all Land Rovers including the Freelander.

3.

Low range and limited off road knowledge required. Suitable for all Land Rovers with certain trails not suitable for the
Freelander.

4.

A low range technical trail suitable for the experienced. The inexperienced will be able to do the trail, as long as assistance
will be available from the more experienced members. Suitable for all Land Rovers except the Freelander.

5.

Extremely technical , suitable for the experienced and/or modified vehicle only with the possibility of vehicle damage.
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For sale
Defender 110 2006, km 325k, full service history, new clutch
and slave cylinder, new wheel bearings
Keith Oliver
140 k neg
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R4500.00 delivered to my Office. Extremely well made in
Aluminium. Less than half the price of the Frontrunner etc. The
new box has the outside lip. Contact Adrian Moore on
0820495185 if you are interested.
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LROC KZN Trail driving and Gates Rules
On the recent valley drive, and after in-depth discussions at our last committee meeting, we wish to bring
the following points to your attention (even if you have been a member for a while, please take time to go
through these points and familiarise yourselves with them as sometimes we tend to forget when we on a
drive or doing the gates).
For the new member who have not yet joined us for these drives or for the gates – LROC KZN does not
charge you to go on a trail drive or to enter the gates competitions. Where we go to a venue such as
Killarney 4x4 or Non-Stop Adventures, we negotiate a price with the owners of the venues for the day we
do setup (this is normally at no charge) as well as a camping fee where applicable and a fee for the actual
day of the event. These fees are payable by those members joining us. Where we are holding the gates at an
area such as Big Rock in the Inanda Dam Valley, there is obviously no charge to get into the venue.
The following applies to trail driving –
1. When you arrive in future at a trail drive, please ensure that you arrive at least 15 to 30 minutes early
as there is always a driver briefing.
2. Going forward, we will be writing a number on each vehicle as you arrive at the meeting spot. This
is so that the person who is at the back of the convoy with a radio will know if any of the vehicles are
missing or stuck etc.
3. Ultimately we would like the newer members in the front and those who have done a couple of
drives towards the back of the convoy.
4. When we say that you must follow convoy rules this means that if you are going to turn left or right
off of main road, that you stop and wait for the vehicle behind you if you cannot see them in your
rear view mirror.
5. When we do these types of drives, there will be times when the lead vehicle will stop for regrouping
at a viewpoint. This is when you can get out of your vehicles and take photos, get a drink or snack
from the back of the vehicle and stretch your legs.
6. Please do not hold up the convoy by driving slowly – the convoy moves slow enough as it is – try to
keep the vehicle ahead of you in sight at all times. This allows the convoy to stop for longer periods
at view points.
7. If you have friends who want to join us, unfortunately we cannot have other makes of vehicles join
in the drives. They are welcome to come in your land rovers.
8. While driving the trail, please do not let children/adults with you hang out or sit anywhere on the
outside of your vehicle.
9. Pets are allowed but if you bring your dogs, please ensure that they are on a lead at all times and that
you have control of your dog. We have had complaints of dogs snatching food off plates and tables
and generally getting in the way of vehicles when members are trying to traverse tricky areas.
10. Please refrain from throwing or dropping refuse such a cold drink bottles, chip packets etc out of
your vehicle windows. We never leave anything behind. What we take on a drive goes home with
us and we throw our rubbish away at home in our own bins.
The following applies to gates –
1. We need all members who will be driving the gates to arrive no later than 30 minutes before the
gates starts for scrutineering and registration.
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Should you arrive after the gates has started, you will not be able to participate.
No children under the age of 16 are permitted in the vehicles while you are driving the gates.
Only the driver and co-driver may be in the vehicle
Once the drivers have walked the gate to see the route, they are to return to their vehicles and
assemble in number order (this is done during scrutineering). Drivers may not watch other drivers
doing the gates. Once you have driven a gate, you may then watch the other drivers to that gate.
(Please note that this rule will only apply depending on the number of drivers doing the gates as the
more vehicles there are, the less time we have to complete all the gates).
6. The co-driver must be in the vehicle unless by an instruction of the head marshall for a particular
gate. No outside assistance can be given to any driver.
7. If you as the driver feel that you cannot participate in a certain gate due to damage that you may
sustain in that gate, please inform the head marshall and take your score sheet (which drivers keep in
their vehicles) to be filled in by the gates scorer.
8. No alcohol is to be consumed by any driver during the gates competition. You are endangering your
co-driver, yourself as well as the marshalls on the course. (Please note that this rule may be relaxed
depending on numbers)
9. Should you have children with you, please ensure that they are not in the way of any vehicles that are
busy driving the gates (this applies to not only the drivers but also the spectators who have children).
10. This applies to pets as well. All dogs MUST be on a leash controlled by a handler. We have had
young novices driving at the Christmas gates where dogs have been running in front of vehicles.
Please note that certain venues do not allow dogs. When we send out the adverts for these events,
we will notify you of this fact.
Please be aware that our clubs gates scrutineering process is outdated and needs a revamp – this will
be done at the end of this year after our last gates of 2019. As we have already begun the 2019 gates,
we cannot change this now. We will more than likely sway towards safety as well in that we would
check for fire hydrants and first aid kits in the vehicles, as well as recovery points and tow straps for
doing recoveries.
The following was email to me by one of our members and I feel it may be of interest to all members
who not only participate in our own club gates competitions but also other events.
12.GENERAL CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO VEHICLES IN ALL CLASSES
12.1 All vehicles must in the opinion of the Controllers be safe and capable of completing the
course. Brakes and steering mechanisms will be strictly scrutinised and normal safety requirements,
such as properly secured batteries, will be checked.
12.2 Open vehicles must be fitted with roll cages. Adequately mounted and positioned in such a way
that the competitors are protected at all times.
12.3 Roll bars & roll cages must be constructed of steel tubing of minimum 38mm diameter with a
minimum wall thickness of 2.5mm or 50mm and higher with 2mm wall thickness. Tubes must
have holes of 6mm diameter drilled into all members for checking the tube thickness. All open-type
vehicles or vehicles without functional side windows must have safety nets, securely fitted, covering
window opening from the top of the windscreen height to the top of the door opening. The net must
not have openings of more than 70mm square. Vehicles with functional windows must close the
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windows to 70mm below the top of the window frame if no nets are fitted. All open vehicles must
have a minimum of a net covering the occupants instead of a roof with the same specifications as
window nets.
12.4 No paddle chain or snow type tyres allowed.
12.5 Only classes CM and CL may use factory fitted seat belts as minimum requirements but will
have to sign an indemnity form. The rest of the classes must use safety harness. Lock plate to be
fitted on inertia belts.
12.6 A fire extinguisher, easily removable and fitted in a place easily accessible to driver, co-driver
and officials, must be carried at all times. The fire extinguisher shall have a minimum capacity of
2kg and proof of purchase or service within the preceding twelve (12) months shall be furnished. The
afore-mentioned servicing requirement does not apply to Fire Stryker extinguishers which are also
acceptable. Fire extinguishers containing carbon tetrachloride shall not be used.
12.7 Batteries to be in a covered battery box except batteries under a hood.
12.8 Exhaust systems are unrestricted provided they meet with the DBA limit as defined by MSA.
12.9 Head space of a least 50mm shall be allowed between the outer surface of the roll cage and
the top of the helmet of a competitor, when seated normally.
12.10 No loose objects will be permitted in a competing vehicle or must be securely fastened.
12.11 Where additional petrol tanks are fitted, the filler caps must be located on the outside of the
vehicle and petrol caps must be properly sealed.
12.12 Vehicles must be fitted with firewalls and guards over dangerous parts, like prop shaft,
radiators etc. The Scrutineer, in consultation with the CoC can exclude a competitor from competing
if dangerous parts on his vehicle are not suitably protected. Co-Drivers must at all-time be protected
by suitable guards from engine, gearbox, transfer case and diff and an adequate prop shaft cover
must be used.
12.13 Drivers and Co-Drivers must be protected from fire, fuel and hot radiator water by fire walls /
splash guards.
13.RECOVERY POINTS
13.1 All vehicles must be fitted with recovery points at back and front, securely bolted down
(welding is not acceptable) and easily accessible. Recovery hooks must be painted red and must
accept a rope loop or shackle. Shackles must be minimum of 3.25 ton rated shackles. Tow balls will
not be acceptable as recovery points. If vehicle colour is mainly red, recovery hooks must be yellow.
13.2 The Driver of a vehicle is responsible for the integrity of the recovery point.
14.GENERAL RULES
14.1 No competitor will be allowed to start the event unless he/she has satisfied the officials
concerned that all the necessary documentation has been completed, i.e. proof of competition
licence(s), fully completed entry form and sign on sheet.
14.2 Fire retardant driving suits (race suits) and lace-up shoes may be worn by all competitors.
Should a race suit not be worn, a minimum of long cotton pants, short sleeve cotton shirt and lace-up
shoes must be worn.)
14.3 A competitor may not start an obstacle until both driver and co-driver have their crash helmets
on, safety harnesses fastened and safety nets secured.
14.4 The driver and co-driver may not loosen or undo their safety harnesses between the start and
finish line of an obstacle. Offending competitors will forfeit all points for the specific obstacle.
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14.5 Competitors will be allowed one (1) minute to inspect each obstacle, after which the Marshal
will ask the competitor to proceed. Failure to abide by the ruling of the Marshal will lead to
exclusion for that specific obstacle.
14.6 Competitors may attempt the obstacle until he/she has lost all points for that particular obstacle,
at which time his/her vehicle must be removed in such a way as to minimise damage to the obstacle.
If a competitor cannot proceed any further in an obstacle and damages the obstacle by excessive
spinning of the vehicle wheels or in any other way, the Marshal will stop the competitor, warn
him/her and make a note on the score sheet to this effect.
14.7 Only standard tyres, rated for use on the road and with a minimum speed rating of 100
kilometres per hour, will be permitted. Paddle tyres, tyre chains, studs, double wheels, etc. may not
be used.
14.8 After drivers briefing, competitors will draw the starting order for the first obstacle of the day
for the different classes. The competitor who started the first obstacle first will fall into the back of
the queue at the second obstacle and so on for the rest of the event. If a competitor falls out of the
competition, ranks will be closed so one competitor does not start consecutive obstacles first .If a
competitor fails and comes back it will have to be in their correctly drawn place.
14.9 After a vehicle has been involved in a roll (two wheels off the ground and unable to recover on
its own), that vehicle must be re-inspected for safety reasons and signed off by the Scrutineer before
it will be allowed to enter the next obstacle. A vehicle that has not been signed off by the Scrutineer
will not be eligible to score points in any subsequent obstacles.
14.10 The cut-off time for a group of competitors starting a new obstacle will be under the
judgement of the COC.
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Past events
The Rocky River Drive on 6 October 2019
It was an early start for us (well me mainly
to get the animals sorted out what with 20
odd cat litter trays to sort out and kittens to
feed as well as dogs to feed), and then to get
to the filling station at Botha’s Hills which
was where we were meeting the rest of the
members for the drive through the valley.
The guys were taking us on a very different
route this time.
When we arrived at the garage, Russell and
I went to get breakfast and then waited for
the rest of the crew with those who had
already arrived. It was quite a warm day
and the sun was baking even so early in the
morning. Etienne arrived and left again
shortly afterwards to go and help his dad,
who had broken down just before the filling
station. When he returned him mom and dad
and their friends were with him but they had
left Johan’s vehicle where it had broken
down. They would collect it later that
afternoon once the drive was over. The two
ladies went with Etienne and Reynier, and the
two men jumped into Green Dragon with
Russell and myself.
We dropped into the valley behind what used
to be the old Rob Roy hotel and eventually left the main road for the more rugged drive. When we stopped
the first time, I jumped out and got into Theo’s landy, who had opted to be the sweep vehicle. I could then
take photos of Green Dragon in action as I don’t ever actually get the opportunity to do this.
We hadn’t gone far when we came to a section where some of the drivers had to be assisted as it was quite a
rocky section. Clifford and Gary decided to go further up the river and see if there was another way across,
even after Theo and Haig told them not to, as they had looked at the option the previous weekend and they
couldn’t get across there. Shortly after driving up that way, Clifford was stuck and had to be recovered by
Gary. Theo had gone to assist and then returned when Gary had managed to pull Clifford out. He came
back to where we were watching the other vehicles go across the rocky section, I got into the vehicle and he
13

decided he was going to try in a slightly
different area to where Clifford had got stuck.
Well, we promptly go stuck as well and had
to be recovered (that’s a Wally award for not
taking your own advice Theo).
The area in which we were driving at that
stage was not the best area as the previous
weekend when Haig and Theo were doing the
recce for the drive, the locals had not been too
friendly and were telling them to leave and
stepping out in front of the vehicles on the
road. Theo was therefore pushing the convoy
from the back and trying to keep the vehicles
moving quickly and as close to each other
as possible. Unfortunately, Theo’s vehicle
kept overheating and we had to keep
stopping. He also found, when we stopped
for lunch that his steering fluid was
leaking.
We were eventually in familiar territory
and headed down towards the far side of
Jacques Malan’s plot. When we stopped at
Mfula Store, there was a huge debate about
where we would be stopping for lunch. It
was 34 degrees by lunch time with no
breeze at all. With very little or no signal, I
messaged Estelle Malan and asked if they
would mind if we used their plot for our
lunch time braai (we do apologise for the late
notice and really appreciate the fact that we
could use your spot). Big Rock, where we
originally planned to stop, would not have
had enough shade for everyone. We arrived
there to find the place deserted, set out the
chairs and braais and hit the river.
After a refreshing swim and a hearty lunch, it
was once again time to hit the road and head
out of the valley and head for home. Theo’s
vehicle was still overheating and the steering
fluid was still leaking but he made it out of the valley and home.
An amazing day out with great company.
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Day of the Clubs at Killarney 4x4 on 13 October 2019
We had arranged to be at Killarney on Saturday 12
October 2019 by 11am to do the setup. On the way to
Killarney, one of the drivers notified me that his
vehicle was not running and he would not be able to
participate on the Sunday. With little notice, I put out
a request for another driver and co-driver and Johan
and Ilse stepped up to the plate, even coming through
to Killarney on the Saturday afternoon to register as
all the bonus points would help our club getting as
many points as possible. Russell and myself had left
home late, had to stop for fuel and pick up Bridgit in
Chrestholme, so by the time we arrived at Killarney it
was after 11am. We went and registered and got our
bonus points for arriving to register on the Saturday as
well as our arm bands for entry on the Sunday and our
vehicle sticker.
We then headed for the gully and started our setup. For
those members who were not at Day of the Clubs I am
going to explain what we set up. We put up poles (they
didn’t count towards loosing points or anything) and
closed lined the course on both sides with danger tape.
That would be our stream. Between Kyle and
Brendan, we had cartoon printouts of 40 fish on pieces
of card that had been laminated. Glued to the back of
each card was a piece of metal. The co-driver would
be handed the front half of a screw together fishing rod,
with a piece of fishing line tied to it and a magnet tied
to the other end of the fishing line. Twenty of the fish
were placed in the stream, some even dead on the
banks of the stream. The driver had to drive through
the stream and the co-driver, without opening a door and climbing out of the vehicle, had to fish for as many fish as possible
in three minutes.
This looked easy and when Etienne was trying it out, he was picking up the fish every time. The guys decided that I must try
so with Russell as my driver, I took up the challenge. I ended up with the magnet stuck to the door, the rock slider, the bonnet
and even wrapped round a bush. The fish kept falling off the magnet and I was laughing so much that I couldn’t tell Russell
to stop and go again. It was a disaster and if my memory is correct, I only managed to catch 9 fish.
Once we had finished the setup, we headed to the boma and got out our lunch and stood chatting until it was time to get Bridgit
home. She was supposed to be with us on the Sunday instead of the Saturday, but she was due to fly to Australia to be with
my brother on the Sunday (last Saturday he proposed to her and she said yes so I now have a sister-in-law – congratulations
Bridgit and Sean). We dropped Bridgit at home and headed for home.
On Sunday morning, our daughter Jacqui and son-in-law Michael arrived and we finished packing everything into Green
Dragon and headed for Killarney. When we got there, most of the other members participating were already there. We sorted
ourselves out and headed for the driver briefing only to realise that we have left the potjie pot at home in the garage. Clifford
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thankfully lives close by and offered to fetch his potjie pot for us to
use. So while we all attended the driver briefly, he slipped off home
and joined the line to do the obstacles as soon as he got back.
The first obstacle that Russell and I did, we had to drive along a course,
stop and I was timed on sitting on a wooden plank that had been tied
to two tubes while trying to hit a golf ball. The catch was that my feet
had to be off the floor. Not easy when the tubes are wanting to fall
over in every direction possible but I managed and scored us some
points there. Russell was on the opposite side of the car trying to shoot
3 balloons with a catapult. Unfortunately he was unsuccessful.
The next obstacle was to drive along a course with a plate on a cushion
balance in the centre of the bonnet, with 6 ping pong balls on the plate.
Due to very slow and careful driving we managed to get through the
course without loosing any of our balls.
Next up was our own
clubs obstacle which
was the fishing.
Based on Saturday’s
escapade, I was not
really looking forward to this as I was sure that I would fail hopelessly again.
But I actually surprised not only myself but Russell as well when I managed
to catch 16 fish. This was quite an improvement on my attempt the previous
day. I was able to communicate to Russell to stop and go at the right times
and I was even able to catch a fish that was dead on the bank and that not
many other people were able to catch. Heather and her co-driver Storm
managed to get all 20 fish when they went fishing.
We also had 5 photos that we had to take and SMS to Nicolien and each photo
could earn a total of 50 points. Of course, land rover owners never go
anywhere together without having the bonnet open of at least one of the
vehicles. With all our vehicles sent to Nicolien, we continued to the tyre fix
obstacle where we had to drive through a really went muddy swampy area and
then plug a tyre. Russell and I had never done this before but due to advise
from other people who had been watching this,
we managed to plug the tyre in 1 minute and 45
seconds. Not bad for two people who have
never done this before. It was a totally new
experience and I am thrilled that we actually got
the chance to do this. Not sure whose tyre that
was but thanks for letting us play with it like
this.
We then had an obstacle that had to be changed
slightly during the day as the first couple of land
rover’s that attempted it had got horribly stuck.
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Once of those was Andrea and Clifford who had
been stuck for almost an hour and had to dig the
landy out.
We had to drive through the first section, do a roll
back and line up again to go onto the second
section which was shooting at three targets with a
paint ball gun. The vehicle had to keep moving.
Then we had to cross the river and turn to the left
and wait for the previous vehicle to go back across
the river to the finish. We then had to reverse up
to where a pole was placed and get as close to the
pole as follows. We go within 80mm away from
the pole.
Then we had to go back across the river, over a
little makeshift wooden bridge and exit the course.
We scored pretty good points on this obstacle even
though I missed all the targets.
We then headed for the swimming pool. Here each
team had to get into the pool and get a tyre from one
side to the other and then back across again. This was
easier said than done as once there is water in the tyre,
it is really heavy. But we managed and although it was
an overcast and cool day, the water was not as cold as
we had thought and it was only really cold when we
climbed out of the pool.
We handed in our score sheet and headed back to the
boma to wait for the potjie judges. There were only
four teams that were competing and instead of
following instructions that were sent out, the two
other teams (both on the Bandits team) had set up
outside the lapa to make their potjies. As far as I am
concerned these two team should have been
disqualified for not obeying the organiser’s
instructions. But that is just my point of view.
With the potjies judged, it was off to the lapa for the
prize giving where Etienne and Reynier took 3rd
place and the Land Rover Owners Club KZN took
2nd place overall on the day. Clifford and Andrea
won a wally award for submitting the most
embarrassing photos that Nicolien had ever seen for
the 50 Shades of Mud photo. Apparently she was
even blushing and told him to stop sending them to
her.Well done to everyone who took part as well as to all those who assisted with the setup.
Herewith below are the scores per team.
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